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Ken Goldberg,
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Snow presented a lecture at Cambridge on “The Two
Cultures.” He had friends in both fields, but they never
talked and had somewhat of a disdain for each other.
Many who read this may relate to that. Many scientists view artists as soft and fuzzy, and artists think of
scientists as clueless about history and culture. There
are some who fit those descriptions, but most artists are
very rigorous and most scientists care deeply about history and culture. But this misunderstanding is still very
persistent and prevents people in the arts and sciences
from interacting more constructively.
RML: That’s interesting. My experience with many
of my academic friends is that a number of them are
musicians, even accomplished musicians. One of my
friends at MIT was involved in electronics and semi
conductor physics, and he used to put together a quartet
of members of the Boston Symphony Orchestra whom
he knew. He played the piano and flute and he would
have three musicians come out, invite his friends to his
home, which he had designed for music, and we would
enjoy the evening together.
But it’s true I don’t know that many artists. I think
there is a lot of misunderstanding and perhaps just not
much conversation.

RON LATANISION (RML): We’re delighted you’re
joining us today, Ken. I think this will be our first interview with an artist-engineer.
KEN GOLDBERG: It’s a pleasure to talk with you and
Cameron!
I’ve been lucky to pursue research and art relating to
robots for 25 years at UC Berkeley. This campus seems
to attenuate the long history of friction between the
arts and sciences. In 1959 physicist and novelist C.P.
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DR. GOLDBERG: Good point: music, more than other
art forms, is more closely aligned with mathematics and
engineering. But there’s a persistent tendency among
scientists to dismiss visual art, in particular modern and
contemporary sculpture and painting as being frivolous.
It’s not obvious why a banana duct-taped to a wall sells
for $120,000, but there are good reasons….
CAMERON FLETCHER (CHF): Ken, you mentioned the “rigor” of art. For the benefit of readers who
may not understand that will you explain it, please?
DR. GOLDBERG: Yes: the amount of hard work and
studying that’s needed to learn how to be an artist is
analogous to the hard work that we’re well aware of in
engineering—learning calculus and physics over years
of intensive time and effort.
Successful artists must study deeply to understand how
art works. They have to learn about the logic, language,
and very nuanced complexity of thousands of works of
art. In art and science, you can’t innovate if you don’t
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understand what has gone before. Art has a logic and a
complexity that’s very analogous to engineering.
RML: I understand you grew up in Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania. My wife grew up there and there are a couple of interesting coincidences. What you just said about
rigor and comprehension and so on struck a chord. You
mentioned that when you were in high school you told
your parents you were interested in art and they suggested
you study something more practical. That’s exactly what
my wife Carolyn has said. She’s mostly a watercolor artist,
but her parents convinced her that she should become a
teacher, and she got a degree in art education.
Now, here’s the connection to what you were saying.
Carolyn grew up right near Bethlehem Steel, Montclair
Avenue, the south side. Everybody in her family worked
there. For her, the steel company was smelly, noisy, and
dirty.

As an engineering
undergraduate I spent
a lot of time with artists,
poets, and philosophers,
which had a huge
influence on me.
But when the company announced it was going to go
out of business, she became very nostalgic and arranged
3 weeks of tours through the mill to take photographs,
which she subsequently painted. I’m amazed by how
much she learned about the technology of steel making
during that 3-week period. You can see it, and the connection between her art and the technology is fascinating
to me because I had never seen that in her work before.
DR. GOLDBERG: I’m also nostalgic about the glory
days of Bethlehem Steel. I would love to see Carolyn’s
paintings.1
RML: How did you go from your interest in art to a BS
in electrical engineering at Penn?
1

Carolyn Latanision’s series of Bethlehem Steel watercolor paintings can be viewed at https://www.carolynlatanision.com/project/
bethlehem-steel/.

DR. GOLDBERG: My father was a metallurgical engineer and he had an interest in art all his life. When he
was in college at UPenn, he sold paintings and prints to
make pocket money. My mother was studying psychology and they both had an interest in art. They would
go to the Philadelphia Art Museum and had this whole
romantic connection over that. When I was growing
up, my parents would take me to museums in New York
and Philadelphia.
But they were very practical, and strongly recommended that I get an engineering degree: ‘You’ll always
have a job, and then you can make art.’
RML: You obviously do both supremely well in terms
of your academics and the awards you’ve won and the
recognition you’ve gotten. Do you describe yourself to
friends as an artist or an engineer?
DR. GOLDBERG: That depends on which friends.
As an engineering undergraduate I spent a lot of time
with artists, poets, and philosophers, which had a huge
influence on me. I had friends who were engineers and
friends who were artists, but they rarely spent time
together. I appreciated and respected all of them for
their intelligence and insights. I liked being surrounded
by a diverse group of smart and creative people; that’s
why I wanted to pursue a career in academia.
Since I was a kid, I’d been building rockets and robots,
and in college I discovered the field of robotics, where
engineers investigate the mind-body problem.
Soon after I joined the computer science faculty at
the University of Southern California (USC), I established my robotics research lab and met the senior curator of the university art gallery. She introduced me to
Margaret Lazzari, a young professor of painting, and said,
‘I think you two will get along. If you can come up with
an installation I’ll host it in the university museum.’
We connected immediately and collaborated on a
large solo installation about the history of Los Angeles
called Power and Water. At the opening, a senior colleague from engineering pulled me aside and said,
‘Listen, this is…not going to get you tenure…. you
should stop doing it.’
So I went underground—I kept making and exhibiting art but I didn’t talk about it on campus and I had two
CVs, one for engineering and one for art. In engineering
I focused on geometric algorithms for robotics, publishing papers and patents with my students. When I moved
to Berkeley and came up for tenure, I submitted only the
engineering CV. A year later, a senior colleague told me
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Power and Water Installation by Ken Goldberg and Margaret Lazzari, 1992.

it was now okay to “come out of the closet.” So I merged
my CVs.
I was afraid of being judged in the ways C.P. Snow
described in “The Two Cultures.” But I’ve learned that
Berkeley is a very diverse intellectual environment
where scientists and artists often hang out together in
cafés.
I started a lecture series that we named—a bit
ambitiously—the Art, Technology, and Culture Collo
quium. The idea was to host a speaker one evening
every month to present current ideas at the intersection
of art, technology, and culture.
We started it on a shoestring. We would buy some
pretzels and beer and people ended up hanging out in
the hallway long after the talk, and then we started
going to a bar afterward to continue the conversations.
It’s been going on now for 24 years.
CHF: How wonderful. Is this the series for which you’ve
had Laurie Anderson and David Byrne?

DR. GOLDBERG: Yes, and Vito Acconci, Sophie
Calle, Gary Hill, Pierre Huyghe, Miranda July, Billy
Kluver, and Bruno Latour.
CHF: I wish I could attend those lectures.
DR. GOLDBERG: You can! Most of them are online
at http://atc.berkeley.edu.
CHF: Have any of these talks informed your work in
any way?
DR. GOLDBERG: Definitely. I’ve attended all 220
lectures and have learned from every one. I continue to
learn new ways to present ideas to each unique audience.
RML: Engineering obviously informs your art. Does art
inform your engineering research?
DR. GOLDBERG: Absolutely. My work as an artist
encourages me to challenge assumptions and to pursue
unorthodox ideas. The public has many misperceptions
about robotics and artificial intelligence. I feel it’s my
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duty to critique the exaggerations and misperceptions.
And to critique the arrogance of the world of engineering, which tends to believe that it knows best.
I try to bring a sense of humility to my artwork.
Viewers have to be drawn into an artwork, you can’t hit
them over the head.
CHF: When you’re describing your TeleGarden project
to engineers, do you do a little cross-pollination, introducing some historical and cultural dimensions of the
project in your presentations with engineers?
DR. GOLDBERG: That’s an excellent question, and
cross-pollination is a great word for it. I do my best to
include some art in every engineering paper we publish.

People of diverse
backgrounds should be
involved at every stage
of research.
I have a rule in the lab: every slide must include an
image. Images can always illustrate intuition.
In art and research, it is essential to innovate.
Duchamp can place a shovel against the wall and
declare that it is art. But the second person who places
a shovel against the wall doesn’t get credit, and that’s
equally true for engineers and scientists.
Art is about creativity and innovation. Similarly, to
publish a paper in engineering or science, you’ve got
to demonstrate something truly new.
CHF: I love what you said about insisting that your students incorporate an image, because it reminds me of
that book, Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain. To compel engineers and scientists to incorporate an image,
especially if it’s more symbolic than explicitly representative, is a way to engage a different part of the brain.
RML: I think that’s right, Cameron, and I think there’s
another dimension. What you’ve described, Ken, sounds
like you’re kind of humanizing engineering. The average
person in the street doesn’t really understand engineering. They have cell phones and laptops and everything
else. They understand that technology is part of their
lives, but it’s not humanized. It’s a convenience, something they use, sometimes not for good purposes. But

with what you’re doing, I think you’re adding a dose of
humanity that is otherwise absent in engineering education. I think that’s quite important.
DR. GOLDBERG: The human aspect of engineering
is often overlooked. As engineers, we know the agony
of an experiment not working, and the amazing feeling
of working all night on a proof and having it fall into
place. These are thrilling moments, and it takes a fair
amount of preparation to get there.
RML: I think we might be on the cusp of changes in
science and technology and engineering in the United
States. I’m thinking particularly of the recent appointments to the Office of Science and Technology Policy
by President Biden. He included some very distinguished
people, and the one that most stands out to me is a social
scientist from Princeton, Alondra N
 elson. There’s never
been a social scientist at OSTP to my knowledge.
Engineers develop technology that is supposed to
serve a social purpose, but we rarely ask, Is it really beneficial? What are the limits? What are the unintended
consequences? How should we respond to new technology? Is it just based on the economic potential of a new
development, or is there something more human that
should be considered?
So I think having a social scientist at OSTP is really
important. Given our conversation, I wonder whether
there ought to be someone maybe from the humanities
or the arts at OSTP.
DR. GOLDBERG: That could open new doors. OSTP
might also bring in a historian.… We should involve
diverse perspectives in every step of technological
process—asking questions, challenging what’s being
done, identifying nuances and subtleties. People of
diverse backgrounds should be involved at every stage
of research.
RML: That’s a good point. Let me ask you about
another item. Can you tell us about AFRON, the
African Robotic Network?
DR. GOLDBERG: In the 1960s my parents were
idealistic students at UPenn engaged with the civil
rights movement. They traveled to the South and were
involved in sit-ins. When they graduated they found a
teacher at a progressive school in Nigeria who taught
in English and he invited them to work there for 2
years. They moved to a very small village near Lagos.
There was no running water. There was a generator
but no steady electricity. My father taught physics, my
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mother taught English, and
they decided to have a child
because they had all this time
on their hands, so I was born
there in 1961.
CHF: How long did you live
there?
DR. GOLDBERG: Six
months. It was very hot and
there were a lot of mosquitoes and a lot of challenges to
have a baby in that environment. So my parents finished
their 2 years—just as the
Peace Corps started—and
came back to the States.
That influence of Africa
has always been important
to me. My parents would
talk about Africa, and we
had a lot of African artifacts
around the house.
Five years ago I went with
my mother to Ghana. We
had arranged to meet some Prizewinning Lollybot, created by Tom Tilley for the 2012 inaugural competition of the African
professors at Ashesi Univer- Robotics Network to build a robot for $10. Photo credit: Ann Tilley.
sity, a new, very progressive
university. One of them,
Africa, Brazil—and they were really interesting, beauAyorkor Korsah, taught robotics and she and I became
tiful designs. But they all ranged from about $100 to
close friends. We had both gone to Carnegie Mellon so
$150. Only one met our cost limit—and the design
we had that in common. After meeting her students and
just blew our minds.
talking she and I decided to start the African R
 obotics
There was a hobbyist who lived in Thailand, Tom
Network and bring together engineers across Africa
Tilley. In his spare time he liked to take old game conwho are interested in robotics—we saw that the stutrollers apart and repurpose them. He had taken apart
dents were engaged and interested in robots, as are kids
the controller for the Sony game and attached wheels
all over the world.
to it. He needed a counterweight, so he looked around
The problem is that the robots that were available
and decided brilliantly to insert two lollipops. What he
were very expensive. You can buy a Lego kit for $300.
later called the Lollybot would drive around and when
Many Americans have one; but in Africa one kit was
it bumped into a wall the lollipops would tilt forward,
passed around—shared by dozens of schools.
activate the thumbswitches, and stop the robot. The
Our goal was to design an ultra-affordable robot
videos are amazing. He has online the whole detail on
for education. We set an ambitious target, which we
how to make your own.2
thought would never be accomplished: Could someone
Sony game controllers are essentially in landfills now,
design a robot that costs only $10.00 but is programthey are so widespread and everybody has moved on,
mable and can actually teach you about real robotics?
but they are available for about $3.00 almost anywhere,
We raised some money from the IEEE and we
and the whole cost of making this robot was $8.64.
announced this competition, and we got 40 sub
missions from all over the world—India, China,
2

https://tomtilley.net/projects/lollybot/
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A student from Nigeria, Simeon Adebola, competed
in that competition, and he’ll join my lab as a PhD student this fall.
RML: That’s wonderful! While preparing for our conversation today I watched “Why We Love Robots,”
which you and your wife Tiffany put together. She’s a
producer and director of films, is that correct?
DR. GOLDBERG: Yes. I’m so glad you mentioned her.
Tiffany’s father Leonard Shlain was a surgeon, very well
known in the Bay area, and in his spare time he was a
writer and he wrote a book called Art and Physics.
Chapter by chapter he went through the parallels of
what was happening in science and art. For example,
he wrote about Einstein’s idea of light bending in the
context of cubism and how artists—cubists and P
 icasso
and others—and the general law of relativity were
happening simultaneously in the first decade of the
20th c entury—and he saw that there were symmetries.
In some ways the artists were even a little ahead of the
engineers or the scientists. It’s a wonderful book.
Here’s the amazing thing. He was a surgeon, not a
physicist, not an artist, but he wrote this audacious book
that speaks to both.

Cubist art and the law
of relativity emerged
simultaneously in the first
decade of the 20th century—
they had surprising parallels.
At the time I was teaching at USC, I got phone calls
from five friends saying, ‘Have you seen this book?’ I
rushed out to buy a copy and devoured it. I still remember thinking ‘how did this surgeon write so attentively
about physics and art?’
Five years later I was at UC Berkeley and a friend
called and said, ‘Hey, there’s a lecture tonight by this
speaker I think you might be interested in. His name is
Leonard Shlain.’
It was in 1997, January 24th, a rainy night. As I was
going into the gallery I met Dr. Shlain and offered to
help carry some of his books up to the gallery. I mentioned that I was an artist and an engineer and that I

teach at Berkeley. And he said, ‘Oh, have you met my
daughter?’
We met that night and fell madly in love. Tiffany and
her father were very close, and of course he approved
because I was at his lecture. We have been living
happily ever after.
RML: That is a great story. I do want to ask you about
“Why We Love Robots.”3 You were nominated for an
Emmy, which is interesting for an engineer to have that
experience. When you and Tiffany put this together,
you were both on screen. Did you collaborate on the
script? Tell us about “Why We Love Robots” and how
it evolved.
DR. GOLDBERG: We were cowriters and I really
enjoyed the collaboration. It brought out the side of me
that’s interested in thinking more culturally and broadly
about topics.
She was the founder of the Webby Awards, the Oscars
of the internet. The first Webby Awards was about a
month after we started dating.
She was doing a series on the future and culture and
she had a number of episodes to write. We did two
together, and one of them was “Why We Love Robots,”
addressing misperceptions about robots, going back to
the ancient Greeks and to Frankenstein.
RML: Well, you guys really nailed it. From another perspective, a lot of people who think about AI and robots
are concerned about robots taking away jobs. You’ve
addressed that in some of your videos. What would you
tell our readers about that? How would a congressman,
for example, address a constituent who is concerned
that technology is taking away jobs?
DR. GOLDBERG: I think it’s very important to
understand that this fear of someone coming to take
your job is a very old fear that is analogous to the fear
that an immigrant will take your job. The language used
is analogous to people worried at the turn of the century
about Asian immigrants taking over jobs. Oliver Morton did a wonderful piece in the Economist, noting that
robots are immigrants—not from another country, but
from the future.4
I want to reassure everyone that this is not something
to worry about right now. Robots are not going to steal
your job, and here is the reason: It’s very hard to repro3
4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=owoKAzD-Ues

Morton O. 2014. Immigrants from the future. The Economist,
Mar 27.
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artwork underground while
I was teaching and doing
research. When it came out
in 1993, I saw that the internet had great potential, and
my students and I wanted to
work on it and contribute. We
decided to connect a robot to
the internet.
We had an IBM robot in the
lab and we started thinking
‘How do we interface it? How
do we get it to work 24 hours
a day unattended?’ That was a
big challenge. And we wanted
to make sure that someone
couldn’t break it, so we had to
think about security.
But we also wanted something that would bring people
in and would be a compelling
application. What would
The Telegarden (1995–2004), networked art installation at the Ars Electronica Museum, Austria.
people want to do over the
internet? The artist in me
said, ‘What will people not want to do over the internet?
duce the physical abilities, dexterity, and perception of
What is something that’s a kind of absurd application?’
humans.
We came up with the idea of a living garden where peoThe first step of any robot for many, many jobs is to
ple could plant and water seeds over the internet.
be able to pick things up, but robots are still remarkTo my mind it was something that people could relate
ably clumsy. Even something as simple as clearing
to, and at the same time a bit of a critique—people have
the dinner table is far beyond the capacity of today’s
been planting seeds for 10,000 years, and it’s hubris to
robots. I’ve been studying this problem for 35 years,
put a robot in the middle of a living garden. I thought,
and we have made amazingly little progress. It seems
‘The contrast between those two worlds is going to be
trivial—a 1-year-old child can do it, but a robot canvery interesting.’ I was curious to see what would happen.
not. For example, if there’s some glassware on the table,
It was hugely popular. It was covered on CBS News
the robot can’t perceive it. If there are shiny forks and
and in Newsweek and the London Times. It became a senspoons, they will be very confusing to a robot. There are
sation in 1995. It was the first robot that was attached to
a lot of nuances.
the internet, and anybody from anywhere in the world
There’s talk about robot drivers taking over, about
with an internet browser could come in and operate
autonomous vehicles, and I can tell you that this is
the robot 24 hours a day. The Telegarden was online
mostly science fiction. We are very far from autonomous
for 9 years, in the Ars Electronica Museum in Austria.
taxis in an urban setting—I believe that’s many decades
We believe that robot was controlled by more people
away.
than any other robot in history, approximately 100,000
There is a persistent fear that technology is going to
people.
destroy us. But humans have lived through so much and
I invited six artists, six philosophers, and six engiwe are resilient. Covid-19 is a good illustration of our
neers to contribute essays to a collection published by
resilience. So I am optimistic.
MIT Press in 2000, The Robot in the Garden. It explores
I can share the story behind our best-known installathe social and physical aspects of the contrast between
tion: the Telegarden. When the internet first came out
the digital and the natural world. A lot of the issues
I was on the faculty at USC and, as I mentioned, doing
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Screenshot of AlphaGarden, showing head of lettuce and criteria such as the status of its soil moisture and health, January 13, 2020.

that we wrestled with are—even more—relevant
today.
In fall 2019, I had been thinking about a sequel to
the Telegarden. I didn’t want to redo the same project.
The internet has been absorbed into popular culture;
the new technology is artificial intelligence, so the new
question became, Could a robot learn to tend a garden
without human intervention?
This project is called the AlphaGarden—it’s a reference to AlphaGo, which learns and plays the game of
Go completely autonomously.
As in the Telegarden, the artist in me was secretly
rooting for the natural world. I want to show that the
natural look is so much more rich and complex and
nuanced. It’s very hard to learn how to tend a garden,
and in particular a polyculture garden with different
kinds of plants growing in close proximity.
The AlphaGarden is still ongoing. It was featured in
an exhibit in New York City just before the pandemic.
The garden was in our greenhouse at Berkeley with a
robot sitting beside it and a camera so people could view
it online. When covid-19 struck we were denied access
to the greenhouse; we couldn’t go in and control the
water, so over the next 6 weeks we watched helplessly
from the camera as the garden died.

It was incredibly poignant. We took time-lapsed
photos. The garden struggled the last few weeks, sending
out flowers and shoots and reaching out desperately. It
reminded me of Picasso’s Guernica because it’s that same
kind of struggle. The garden was desperate for help, for
attention, so it sent out these flowers at the very end.
To me that was the most interesting aspect, nature
doing all these remarkable, unexpected things when it
was put under stress.
RML: That is quite a story. Ken, this has been a terrific conversation. I’ve enjoyed it enormously. Thank
you very much.
DR. GOLDBERG: Thank you so much. I appreciate
your asking me. I love talking with you two. We have to
get together in Washington sometime when this whole
thing is over.
RML: That’s a wonderful idea.
DR. GOLDBERG: Your questions really inspired me
this morning. I have loved the conversation, and thank
you so much for the opportunity.
CHF: It was a treat for us. Thanks again, Ken. Take
good care.

